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Our approach

Background
Quantum systems are never
perfectly isolated. Open quantum
dynamics is a result of interaction
between the system of interest and
its environment (infinitely large
reservoir in statistical equilibrium )
Problems.

We learn the effective
Markovian embedding for
non - Markovian processes

The model of system - environment interaction
• is oversimplified (e.g. harmonic reservoir)
• may neglect additional sources of decoherence and relaxation
• requires elaborated analytical and numerical methods
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Possible solutions.
• The fast bath relaxation model. Learn by performing a process
tomography of quantum channels Φ (t1), Φ (t2), …, Φ (tK) and
t1 < t2 < …tk, Φ(ti) = e ℒSti ℒS − GKSL generator
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Training data set, the collection of projectors

1.

• The transfer tensor techniques to learn Nakajima-Zwanzig equation
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being randomly chosen at each time moment ti

2. Observation outcome ki → system state

t

dϱ(t)
= 𝒦(t − t′)ϱ(t′)dt′
∫0
dt

3. Ei =

• RNN for defining Linblad operators and learning the convolutionless
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⊗ IER, the collection {Ei}ni=1 is training data set

Conclusion
n
p({E
}
Likelihood function
i i=1) = tr[En…Φ[E2Φ[E1Φ[ϱS+ER(0)]E1]E2]…En]

dϱ(t)
= ℒ(t)ϱ(t)
dt

The state tomography is time consuming

Tip. Use the Stinespring dilation with ancilla (A)

ℰS+ER(tn) = IS+ER
Likelihood function. Gradient. Learning Algorithm
“Learning Algorithm”
forward prop. along the TN
1. Randomly initialize factorized

“Supervised ML”
†
1. No analytical formula for ϱ̃
(tm+1) = trA[Em ⊗ IA U(H) ϱ̃S+ER(tm) ⊗ ϱA × U (H) Em ⊗ IA]
S+ER
generator ℒS+ER
backward prop.
2. Big data set
†
3. Algorithm is able to
ℰS+ER(tm−1) = trA[U (H) (EmℰS+ER(tm)Em ⊗ IA) × U(H) (IS+ER ⊗ ϱA)]
provide ℒS+ER and ϱS(t)
∀m = 1,…, n .
“sandwich”
formula
for
the
likelihood
for any new input data
n
†
p({Ei}i=1 | H) = tr[U(H) ϱ̃S+ER(tm−1) ⊗ ϱA U (H) × Em ℰS+ER(tm) Em ⊗ IA]
after sufficient training
n
n
Normalization ∂ log p(Eii=1 | H)
∂p({Ei}i=1 | H) Nonlinear and
1
=
insensitive
nonconvex
∂Hμν
p({Ei}n | H)
∂Hμν

Validation and results, short-time scale dS = 2 dER = 2
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How to learn the unknown environment and its interaction with the
quantum system by probing and affecting system only?

ϱ̃S+ER(0) = ϱS+ER(0)
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• The experimental analysis is difficult because environment degrees of
freedom are usually inaccessible in practice

master equation

U1

i=1

ϱS+ER(0) = ϱS(0) ⊗ ϱER(0) and HS+ER ⊗ IA

2. Calculate n operators via
forward prop. and
n operators via back. prop.
3. Find log - LH
4. Estimate gradient
5. Feed estimated grad. to ADAM
6. Update Hamiltonian
7. Finally find Φ, ℒS+ER

Validation and results, long-time scale dS = 2 dER = 2
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